
Previous: 7,855.7 PSEi change: -0.30%

High: 7,879.0 Best: AGI +3.77%

Low: 7,820.9 2nd best: SMC +3.55%

Close: 7,832.2 2nd worst: JFC -2.08%

Val. traded (mn): 4,279.3 Worst: AC -2.20%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

1 month +0.3276 3.6250 4 years +0.0107 5.8875

3 months -0.0217 3.1920 5 years +0.0350 5.8267

6 months +0.0055 4.0958 7 years +0.3435 6.4732

1 year +0.0162 4.8810 10 years +0.3871 6.7571

2 years +0.2539 5.2250 20 years -0.0293 7.2924

3 years +0.2802 5.3536

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 53.475 53.460 EUR/USD 1.1602 1.1698

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0031 2.0938 5 years -0.0118 2.7382

6 months -0.0006 2.2601 10 years +0.0054 2.8604

2 years -0.0223 2.6269 30 years +0.0160 3.0191

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

European equities rose while Asian stocks fell as investors await the developments in trade negotiations following Canada's statements last week and

US President Donald Trump's ultimatum for the NAFTA Agreement. US stocks and US Treasuries were unchanged as US markets were closed for

Labor Day. 
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

The local equities market fell while local fixed income yields rose as investors await the release of the August CPI print. Local equities were also hit by

the low volume trading in Asia and weak Chinese manufacturing data. On the other hand, the Philippine Peso marginally strengthened amid inflation

pressures. 

 US stocks remained unchaged as US markets were closed for the Labor Day 
holiday. The DJIA and S&P 500 were at 25,964.82 (+0.00% DoD) and 2,901.52 
(+0.00% DoD), respectively. 

 European equities slightly rose amidst global trade tension concerns. Trading 
was also muted as investors in the US celebrate Labor Day. The MSCI Europe 
closed at 128.81 (+0.10% DoD). 

 Asian equities continued its decline as uncertainty over trade remained at play 
after US and Canada failed to make a trade agreement last Friday. Investors also 
weigh China's manufacturing index falling to a 14-month low (act. 50.6 vs. est. 
50.7). The MSCI APxJ closed at 531.23 (-0.66% DoD). 

 US Treasuries remained unchanged as US markets were closed for Labor Day 
holiday. US 10-year treasury yield was at 2.8604. 

 The US dollar did not move much as US investors took a holiday for Labor Day. 
The DXY remained flat at 95.140 (+0.00% DoD) 

 Semirara Mining and Power Corp. (PSE Ticker: SCC) announced that it  is 
right on schedule on finishing its environmental rehabilitation efforts in South 
Panian. According to SCC, as of June 2018, they are 50% ahead of their target, 
having already filled the area with 62.7mn bank cubic meters (bcm) of 
overburden materials, and planting more than a million trees.  

 According to the Board of Investments (BOI), investment pledges from January 
to July 2018 fell 26.7% YoY as BOI and the Philippine Economic Zone Authority 
(PEZA) accumulated P313.3bn with YTD BOI pledges dropping 14.4% YoY 
while PEZA's pledges fell 54% YoY. Onshore investments also fell 29.6% as 
investments from US, Singapore and UK contracted. However, electricity, gas, 
steam and airconditioning supply remain to be the leading investment industry, 
growing 86% YTD YoY.  
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-0.30% DoD; Net foreign 
selling: $13.10mn 

 The local equities market ended lower as investors stayed in the sidelines in 
anticipation of the release of August CPI, which is expected to post higher than 
the July figure. Regional sentiment was also poor as China's manufacturing 
index fell to a 14-month low. The PSEi fell to 7,832.22 (-0.30% DoD). 

 Local fixed income yields increased as market participants remained wary of 
the release of the August inflation print tomorrow. The BSP has already signalled 
that it is looking at 5.9% YoY growth in prices. On average, yields rose by 
14.62bps, led by the long end of the curve which increased 23.387bps. 

 The Philippine peso was marginally flat despite reignited concerns over rising 
local inflation as the release of the August CPI print tomorrow comes into focus. 
The USD/PHP pair closed at 53.46, a 0.03% DoD appreciation of the PHP 
against the greenback. 
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This material, which is strictly for information purposes only, is for your sole use, does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any financial product. Any information is subject to change without notice and BPIAMTC is not under any obligation to 
update or keep current the information contained herein. You are advised to make your own independent judgment with respect to the matter contained in this document. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss that may arise (whether direct or consequential) from any use 
of the information contained herein. 
All funds managed by BPI Asset Management & Trust Corp. and affiliates are Trust and/or Investment Management Funds, which do not carry any guarantee of income or principal, and are NOT covered by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation.  Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method. 


